UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA ACADEMIC SENATE
UNIVERSITY COMMITTEE ON PLANNING AND BUDGET (UCPB)

Notice of Meeting
Tuesday, May 4, 2021

AGENDA

I. Consent Calendar
   ➢ Approval of UCPB April 6, 2021 Minutes
   ➢ Approval of May 4, 2021 Agenda

II. SSGPDP for Review
   1. Review of UCSF Master’s of Science (MS) Degree Program in Health Data Science (MiHDaS)
   2. UCLA Master of Applied Chemical Sciences

III. Budget Consultation with UCOP
    1. State Budget update
    2. Legislative issues

IV. Consultation with Senate Leadership

V. Systemwide Senate Review Items for Optional Comment

VI. Current Graduate Student Issues
    Presentation and discussion of issues facing UC graduate students, such as housing costs and cost of living adjustments

VII. Campus Updates

VIII. Investment Consultation with UCOP
    1. The status of pension divestment from fossil fuels and future prospects including the new green investment options
    2. The IRS ruling on pension choice and savings choice
    3. Switching between Pension Choice and Savings Choice; Education materials regarding these choices
4. General issues of UC investment strategy in the current environment
5. The balance between TRIP/STIP/Blue and Gold and prospects for the future.

IX. Campus Updates (continued)